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ki longfellow author of the acclaimed the secret magdalene has now written the astonishing life of hypatia famed throughout
the mediterranean world a beauty and a genius yet for 17 centuries ignored by history as the roman empire fights for its life
and emerging christianity fights for our souls hypatia is the last great voice of reason a woman of sublime intelligence
hypatia ranks above not only all women but all men hypatia dazzled the world with her brilliance was courted by men of
every persuasion and was considered the leading philosopher and mathematician of her age yet her mathematics her
inventions the very story of her life in all its epic and dramatic intensity has gone untold a heart breaking love story an
heroic struggle against intolerance a tragedy and a triumph hypatia walks through these pages fully realized while all around
her egypt s alexandria the new york city of its day strives to remain a beacon of light in a darkening world this study
reconstructs hypatia s existential and intellectual life and her modern nachleben through a reception oriented and
interdisciplinary approach unlike previous publications on the subject hypatia explores all available ancient and medieval
sources as well as the history of the reception of the figure of hypatia in later history literature and arts in order to illuminate
the ideological transformations deformations of her story throughout the centuries and recover the true story the
intentionally provocative title relates to the contemporary historiographical notion of false or fake history as does the overall
conceptual and methodological treatment through this reception oriented approach this study suggests a new reading of the
ancient sources that demonstrates the intrinsically political nature of the murder of hypatia caused by the phtonos violent
envy of the christian bishop cyril of alexandria this is the first comprehensive treatment of the figure of hypatia addressed to
both academic readers in classics religious studies and reception studies and a learned non specialist readership revised
edition in paperback a feature of modern life is that matrimonial quarrels like modern war are carried on on a large scale
involving not individuals nor even small groups of individuals but both sexes and whole classes of society in the past jason
and medea neither of them quite an exemplary character measured their strength against one another as individuals and
though each voiced the wrongs and the naked brutality of their sex it did not occur to either to seek in politics or in social
reform a solution or a compromise jason indeed as the reactionary face to face with a turbulent and insurgent female called
to his aid the powers of kingship and the state to suppress and exile but not to remedy medea driven mad like so many able
and remarkable women by the contempt and ingratitude of men as individuals or in the mass and aware that the law was a
mockery where she was concerned expressed herself in savage protest after the manner of a militant suffragette while i can
open my newspaper to day and read of mothers desperate with hunger misery or rage drowning themselves and their
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children i cannot bring myself to look upon medea as some elemental being from a dark and outrageous past as for jason he
never did appear to anybody as other than an ordinary male during the last twenty or twenty five years when women were
struggling for their right as citizens to a vote and to a decent education began what has been called the sex war no woman
would deny that we began it in the sense that we were rebels against a system of masculine repression which had lasted
almost unbroken since the beginning of history in a similar sense the proletarian to day begins the class war those who
remember the heroic battles of suffrage days know that the sequence of events was as follows we made our just demands
and were met with ridicule we followed with abuse all the pent up anger misery and despair of centuries of thwarted instinct
and intelligence man retaliated with rotten eggs we replied with smashed windows he with prison and torture people forget
so readily that it is well to remember that this was in the immediate past it is not a nightmare picture of one of those future
sex wars with which our modern jasons delight to terrify the timorous of both sexes is there a sex war there has been it was
a disgraceful exhibition and would not have come to a truce so soon but that it was eclipsed by the still more disgraceful
exhibition of the european war in 1918 they bestowed the vote just as they dropped about a few dames and m b e s as a
reward for our services in helping the destruction of our offspring had we done it after the fashion of medea the logical male
would have been angry they gave the vote to the older women who were deemed less rebellious such is the discipline of
patriotism and marriage as it is understood by most women that the mother will sacrifice her son with a more resigned
devotion than the younger woman brings to the loss of her lover there may be more in this than discipline if honesty of
thought speech and action were made possible for women it might transpire that on the average a woman s love for her
mate is more compelling than love for her offspring maternal instinct genuine not simulated is rarer but when found more
enduring the 2nd edition of this book originally published in 2011 captures many significant recent developments and
achievements in women s leadership women in virtually every context discussed in the book politics sports business
technology religion military and international have made dramatic gains in attaining leadership roles and positions the
international bestselling author of fermat s last theorem explores the eccentric lives of history s foremost mathematicians
from archimedes s eureka moment to alexander grothendieck s seclusion in the pyrenees bestselling author amir aczel
selects the most compelling stories in the history of mathematics creating a colorful narrative that explores the quirky
personalities behind some of the most groundbreaking influential and enduring theorems alongside revolutionary
innovations are incredible tales of duels battlefield heroism flamboyant arrogance pranks secret societies imprisonment
feuds and theft as well as some costly errors of judgment that prove genius doesn t equal street smarts aczel s colorful and
enlightening profiles offer readers a newfound appreciation for the tenacity complexity eccentricity and brilliance of our
greatest mathematicians discover how mathematics and science have propelled history from ancient greece to the
enlightenment and then on to modern times shifting the earth the mathematical quest to understand the motion of the
universe takes readers on a journey motivated by the desire to understand the universe and the motion of the heavens the
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author presents a thought provoking depiction of the sociopolitical environment in which some of the most prominent
scientists in history lived and then provides a mathematical account of their contributions from eudoxus to einstein this
fascinating book describes how beginning in ancient times pioneers in the sciences and mathematics have dramatically
changed our vision of who we are as well as our place in the universe readers will discover how ptolemy s geocentric model
evolved into kepler s heliocentric model with copernicus as the critical intermediary the author explains how one scientific
breakthrough set the stage for the next one and he also places the scientists and their discoveries within the context of
history including archimedes apollonius and the punic wars ptolemy and the rise of christianity copernicus and the
renaissance kepler and the counter reformation newton and the enlightenment einstein and the detonation of the atom
bomb each chapter presents the work of a single scientist or mathematician building on the previous chapters to
demonstrate the evolutionary process of discovery chapters begin with a narrative section and conclude with a
mathematical presentation of one of the scientist s original works most of these mathematical presentations including the
section on einstein s special relativity are accessible using only basic mathematics however readers can skip the
mathematical sections and still follow the evolution of science and mathematics shifting the earth is an excellent book for
anyone interested in the history of mathematics and how the quest to understand the motion of the heavens has influenced
the broader history of humankind a riveting character study and a haunting vision of an enlightened society on the brink of
the dark ages yale bookstore author series on a november night in egypt 414 a d one of history s most brilliant individuals
was assassinated her name was hypatia teacher and scientist of the fabled great library of alexandria and the last glimmer
of hope before the dark ages the roman empire is crumbling the fragments of the classical world regrouping in egypt when
thasos son of an ill fated scholar meets hypatia of alexandria astronomer mathematician and philosopher at a time when
women were shunned from learning hypatia is a daring visionary in a world about to change forever as an insidious power
struggle erupts between church and state hypatia finds herself at the forefront of battle but she is not alone those who
cherish her who will remember her become her allies including the powerful governor orestes who keeps his consuming love
for her as secret as she keeps her feelings from him remembering hypatia is a vivid retelling of a now forgotten historical
tragedy when courage stood against fear when the legacy of the wise vanished in the dark author brian trent resurrects the
ancient world s most famous metropolis and explores the final days not just of a brilliant mind but of a lost era based on the
true story on a november night in egypt 414 a d one of history s most brilliant individuals was assassinated her name was
hypatia teacher and scientist at the fabled great library of alexandria and the last glimmer of hope before the dark ages the
roman empire is crumbling the fragments of the classical world regrouping in egypt when thasos son of an ill fated scholar
meets hypatia of alexandria astronomer mathematician and philosopher at a time when women were shunned from learning
hypatia is a daring visionary in a world about to change forever as an insidious power struggle erupts between church and
state hypatia finds herself at the forefront of battle but she is not alone those who cherish her who will remember her
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become her allies including the powerful governor orestes who keeps his consuming love for her as secret as she keeps her
feelings for him lady philosopher the story of hypatia is a vivid retelling of a now forgotten historical tragedy when courage
stood against fear when the legacy of the wise vanished in the dark author brian trent resurrects the ancient world s most
famous metropolis and explores the final days not just of a brilliant mind but of a lost era based on the true story fu
matematica e astronoma sapiente fi losofa infl uente politica sfrontata e carismatica maestra di pensiero e di
comportamento fu bellissima e amata dai suoi discepoli pur respingendoli sempre fu fonte di scandalo e oracolo di
moderazione la sua femminile eminenza accese l invidia del vescovo cirillo che ne provocò la morte e la fantasia di poeti e
scrittori di tutti i tempi che la fecero rivivere fu celebrata e idealizzata ma anche mistifi cata e fraintesa della sua vita si è
detto di tutto ma ancora di più della sua morte fu aggredita denudata dilaniata il suo corpo fu smembrato e bruciato sul rogo
a farlo furono fanatici esponenti di quella che da poco era diventata la religione di stato nell impero romano bizantino il
cristianesimo perché per la prima volta con rigore filologico e storiografi co e grande abilità narrativa silvia ronchey
ricostruisce in tutti i suoi aspetti l avventura esistenziale e intellettuale di ipazia inserendola nella realtà culturale e sociale
del mondo tardoantico sullo sfondo del tumultuoso passaggio di consegne tra il paganesimo e il cristianesimo partendo dalle
testimonianze antiche l autrice ci restituisce la vera e sfolgorante immagine di questa donna che mai dall antichità ha
smesso di far parlare di sé e di proiettare la luce del suo martirio sulle battaglie ideologiche religiose e letterarie di ogni
tempo e orientamento perché da sempre e ancora oggi ipazia affascina chi come lei è alla ricerca della verità e vive nella
libertà this book tells the stories of twenty five women from the dawn of civilization to the present day who bent the arc of
history by what they did at the defining moment in their lives at this critical juncture they had a choice taking the safe or
least risky option or challenging the status quo they wielded the sword seized political power or challenged societal norms
and laws and transformed society contrary to all cultural dictates some women were virtual saints others were more ruthless
than any man of their age one even instituted the first police state in history these women all faced enormous odds the
social norms of their time were so pervasive and insular that every touchpoint in society bullied them as social media bullies
women today especially those who dare to be different not for difference s sake but to make a difference in their brief time
on this planet to the woman they responded to challenges setbacks and disappointments by redoubling their efforts we can
learn from and be inspired by their lives and their grit and their mistakes to read their stories is to see ourselves anew
reproduction of the original depicts the decadent era of the fifth century in alexandria and the conflicts of early christian
civilization with the paganism of the dying greek world what if you knew there was life after death eli is back from the dead
and determined to stop the powerful ascenders who blasted him out to the void but in the three days he was gone the world
moved on the girl he loves is determined to build an army of augmented humans to fight the ascenders with herself as the
next offering the ascenders are lining up in a death cult based on the charismatic ascender eli accidentally released from
storage and all the restraints that have kept the ascender world in balance are now off everyone is rushing to be the first to
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bring a second singularity to reach the numinous world from which eli just returned regardless of the cost and the chaos and
bloodshed of the first singularity show just how high that cost can be how can he stop the world from hurtling off the cliff
when he s the one who proved there s something to reach if only you could learn how to fly the last mystic is the thrilling
conclusion to the singularity series this philosophical hopepunk sci fi series explores the intersection of mind body and soul
in a post singularity world keywords robots androids artificial intelligence singularity cyborg spiritual religion ai cyberpunk
dystopian a philosopher mathematician and martyr hypatia is one of antiquity s best known female intellectuals during the
sixteen centuries following her murder by a mob of christians hypatia has been remembered in books poems plays paintings
and films as a victim of religious intolerance whose death symbolized the end of the classical world but hypatia was a person
before she was a symbol her great skill in mathematics and philosophy redefined the intellectual life of her home city of
alexandria her talent as a teacher enabled her to assemble a circle of dedicated male students her devotion to public service
made her a force for peace and good government in a city that struggled to maintain trust and cooperation between pagans
and christians despite these successes hypatia fought countless small battles to live the public and intellectual life that she
wanted this book rediscovers the life hypatia led the unique challenges she faced as a woman who succeeded spectacularly
in a man s world and the tragic story of the events that led to her tragic murder a biographical play about hypatia tommaso
urselli s eponymous work charts the life and work of a woman who was a brilliant independent scholar and original thinker at
a time when such a phenomenon was virtually unthinkable hypatia lived in the city of alessandria of egypt which as early as
the 5th century a d was a multiethnic city where greeks egyptians jews co habited the city landscape was littered by
synagogues temples to egyptian and greek gods and christian churches reflecting the diverse religions of its citizens the
predominant group was made up of hellenic people many of whom were converting to christianity hypatia was one of this
social group but chose not to become a christian even if her own paganism did not stop her having christian disciples such
as synesius of cyrene who later became a bishop needless to say her tolerance and openness in the face of ethnic diversity
and religious plurality and sadly her persecution make the play deeply relevant for today s world while the text has already
been published and successfully staged in italy this english translation is an important contribution to teatro interculturale
intercultural theatre dall introduzione di maggie rose a reader that seeks to explore the relationship between the structure
and culture of religion and various elements of social life in the u s sociology of religion a reader 2e is ideal as either a
standalone reader or supplement to the text written by the same author team why religion matters based on both classic
and contemporary research in the sociology of religion this reader highlights a variety of research methods and theoretical
approaches it explores the ways in which religious values beliefs and practices shape the world outside of church synagogue
or mosque walls while simultaneously being shaped by the non religious forces operating in that world apex magazine is a
digital dark science fiction and fantasy genre zine that features award winning short fiction essays and interviews
established in 2009 our fiction has won several hugo and nebula awards issue 132 contains the following short stories essays
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reviews and interviews table of contents editorial what say you by jason sizemore original short fiction have mercy my love
while we wait for the thaw by iori kusano creatures of the dark oasis by bonnie jo stufflebeam a country of eternal light by
jennifer r donohue schlafstunde by lavie tidhar your space between by marie croke notes to a version of myself hidden in
symphonie fantastique scores throughout the multiverse by aimee picchi classic fiction sky boys by kameron hurley chorus
of whispers by sarah hans nonfiction optics by kwame mbalia stabilized love triangles tips on writing ot3s from a real
polyamorist by michelle p browne book review and what we can offer you tonight by premee mohamed marissa van uden
words for thought short fiction review by ac wise interviews interview with author bonnie jo stufflebeam by andrea johnson
interview with author aimee picchi by marissa van uden interview with cover artist galactic nikita by bradley powers william
dean howells 1837 1920 autodidact from the farmlands of ohio was a realist novelist literary critic and playwright nicknamed
the dean of american letters in his editor s study column at the atlantic monthly and later at harper s he formulated and
disseminated his theories of realism in literature heroines of fiction is a study of the characters of the female protagonists in
the anglo american novel from defoe to james it is something of an anomaly in howells s canon of literary texts for reasons
of style rhetorical stance and purpose as a critic howells was less concerned with psychological or social realism than with an
ideal of human character and in this collection expands that concern with character within a thesis asserting that a novel is
great or not as its women are important or unimportant these character portraits illustrate howells impressions of which of
these female characters are important and how this status is achieved once she d been a pampered child with high
expectations for her future blessed with love then she became an innocent pawn in a terrible game of greed and power now
with a noose around her neck pippa was to hang before she had the chance to unveil the men who drove her from her home
before she had the chance to live roby mckenna was a man blessed with endless charm and wit while he searched for his
eternal love across the atlantic in a new land he would have to come home to find her his silver blue eyes could sparkle with
amusement or harden to steel gray with displeasure he had all the women a man could want or need as he grew older
mistresses were not enough a quirk of fate brought him to the gallows a spark of destiny made him claim the condemned
pippa as his bride with a magical gift for bringing sorcery to vivid life acclaimed author naomi kritzer continues the
suspenseful tale of lauria and tamar sisters in arms bonded by blood and torn apart by their enemies as a freeborn servant
of the greeks lauria once hunted escaped slaves but as her loyalties shifted she found herself freeing those she once
captured and loving those she once mistrusted like tamar of the bandit alashi tribe tamar is now lauria s blood sister but the
powerful greek sorceresses the sisterhood of weavers do not take treason lightly especially when the traitor has liberated
the djinni who serve them soon lauria is imprisoned desperate tamar pleads her case to the alashi who send her to sow
discord among the sisterhood as tamar searches for lauria both in reality and in the dreamlike realm known as the
borderland lauria must trust the magic within to fulfill a wish both desired and feared freedom for all a female james bond
with a matrix twist join thousands who have devoured the dramatic action adventure thrillers knowledge is everything until
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everything is the last thing you need to know british museum curator turned secret agent calla cress didn t want to know the
future heck the future can wait but not when it s wiped clean her present horoscope predictions run by a dangerous app
start to come true more people download the app only to fall into a mysterious coma when the app makes an alarming
prediction about calla s future and a malicious old enemy uses her past to control the most unimaginable powerful
technology in the world calla is at a standstill forced to confront a dark part of herself she thought she d dealt with calla must
disarm the app before it makes an alarming global prediction but what if the app s technology was created centuries ago by
a student of pythagoras and only they can deactivate the app in this fast paced techno thriller packed with hairbreadth
escapes and international espionage from turkey s shores to the allure of havana comes a danger with an alarming global
government coverup the decrypter the pythagoras clause is book 5 in the calla cress technothriller series but can be read as
a stand alone story what readers are saying about the decrypter series and calla cress takes you on a ride and refuses to let
you off until you reach the very end a brilliant read i recommend this to anyone who enjoys mystery suspense thrillers or
action novels the detail is astounding the historic references location descriptions references to technology cryptography
this author really knows her stuff an action packed adventure technothriller across several continents like a jason bourne or
james bond movie but with an actual storyline brilliantly written i loved the very descriptive side which was a good way of
visualizing and getting to terms with each new place as the action takes place in several different countries witchcraft and
magical beliefs have captivated historians and artists for millennia and stimulated an extraordinary amount of research
among scholars in a wide range of disciplines this new collection from the editor of the highly acclaimed 1992 set articles on
witchcraft magic and demonology extends the earlier volumes by bringing together the most important articles of the past
twenty years and covering the profound changes in scholarly perspective over the past two decades featuring thematically
organized papers from a broad spectrum of publications the volumes in this set encompass the key issues and approaches
to witchcraft research in fields such as gender studies anthropology sociology literature history psychology and law this new
collection provides students and researchers with an invaluable resource comprising the most important and influential
discussions on this topic a useful introductory essay written by the editor precedes each volume



Flow Down Like Silver 2009
ki longfellow author of the acclaimed the secret magdalene has now written the astonishing life of hypatia famed throughout
the mediterranean world a beauty and a genius yet for 17 centuries ignored by history as the roman empire fights for its life
and emerging christianity fights for our souls hypatia is the last great voice of reason a woman of sublime intelligence
hypatia ranks above not only all women but all men hypatia dazzled the world with her brilliance was courted by men of
every persuasion and was considered the leading philosopher and mathematician of her age yet her mathematics her
inventions the very story of her life in all its epic and dramatic intensity has gone untold a heart breaking love story an
heroic struggle against intolerance a tragedy and a triumph hypatia walks through these pages fully realized while all around
her egypt s alexandria the new york city of its day strives to remain a beacon of light in a darkening world

Hypatia 2023-09-18
this study reconstructs hypatia s existential and intellectual life and her modern nachleben through a reception oriented and
interdisciplinary approach unlike previous publications on the subject hypatia explores all available ancient and medieval
sources as well as the history of the reception of the figure of hypatia in later history literature and arts in order to illuminate
the ideological transformations deformations of her story throughout the centuries and recover the true story the
intentionally provocative title relates to the contemporary historiographical notion of false or fake history as does the overall
conceptual and methodological treatment through this reception oriented approach this study suggests a new reading of the
ancient sources that demonstrates the intrinsically political nature of the murder of hypatia caused by the phtonos violent
envy of the christian bishop cyril of alexandria this is the first comprehensive treatment of the figure of hypatia addressed to
both academic readers in classics religious studies and reception studies and a learned non specialist readership revised
edition in paperback

Hypatia 2017-05-15
a feature of modern life is that matrimonial quarrels like modern war are carried on on a large scale involving not individuals
nor even small groups of individuals but both sexes and whole classes of society in the past jason and medea neither of
them quite an exemplary character measured their strength against one another as individuals and though each voiced the
wrongs and the naked brutality of their sex it did not occur to either to seek in politics or in social reform a solution or a



compromise jason indeed as the reactionary face to face with a turbulent and insurgent female called to his aid the powers
of kingship and the state to suppress and exile but not to remedy medea driven mad like so many able and remarkable
women by the contempt and ingratitude of men as individuals or in the mass and aware that the law was a mockery where
she was concerned expressed herself in savage protest after the manner of a militant suffragette while i can open my
newspaper to day and read of mothers desperate with hunger misery or rage drowning themselves and their children i
cannot bring myself to look upon medea as some elemental being from a dark and outrageous past as for jason he never did
appear to anybody as other than an ordinary male during the last twenty or twenty five years when women were struggling
for their right as citizens to a vote and to a decent education began what has been called the sex war no woman would deny
that we began it in the sense that we were rebels against a system of masculine repression which had lasted almost
unbroken since the beginning of history in a similar sense the proletarian to day begins the class war those who remember
the heroic battles of suffrage days know that the sequence of events was as follows we made our just demands and were
met with ridicule we followed with abuse all the pent up anger misery and despair of centuries of thwarted instinct and
intelligence man retaliated with rotten eggs we replied with smashed windows he with prison and torture people forget so
readily that it is well to remember that this was in the immediate past it is not a nightmare picture of one of those future sex
wars with which our modern jasons delight to terrify the timorous of both sexes is there a sex war there has been it was a
disgraceful exhibition and would not have come to a truce so soon but that it was eclipsed by the still more disgraceful
exhibition of the european war in 1918 they bestowed the vote just as they dropped about a few dames and m b e s as a
reward for our services in helping the destruction of our offspring had we done it after the fashion of medea the logical male
would have been angry they gave the vote to the older women who were deemed less rebellious such is the discipline of
patriotism and marriage as it is understood by most women that the mother will sacrifice her son with a more resigned
devotion than the younger woman brings to the loss of her lover there may be more in this than discipline if honesty of
thought speech and action were made possible for women it might transpire that on the average a woman s love for her
mate is more compelling than love for her offspring maternal instinct genuine not simulated is rarer but when found more
enduring

Hypatia: Woman and Knowledge 2020-09-28
the 2nd edition of this book originally published in 2011 captures many significant recent developments and achievements in
women s leadership women in virtually every context discussed in the book politics sports business technology religion
military and international have made dramatic gains in attaining leadership roles and positions



Women in Leadership 2017-12-13
the international bestselling author of fermat s last theorem explores the eccentric lives of history s foremost
mathematicians from archimedes s eureka moment to alexander grothendieck s seclusion in the pyrenees bestselling author
amir aczel selects the most compelling stories in the history of mathematics creating a colorful narrative that explores the
quirky personalities behind some of the most groundbreaking influential and enduring theorems alongside revolutionary
innovations are incredible tales of duels battlefield heroism flamboyant arrogance pranks secret societies imprisonment
feuds and theft as well as some costly errors of judgment that prove genius doesn t equal street smarts aczel s colorful and
enlightening profiles offer readers a newfound appreciation for the tenacity complexity eccentricity and brilliance of our
greatest mathematicians

A Strange Wilderness 2011-10-04
discover how mathematics and science have propelled history from ancient greece to the enlightenment and then on to
modern times shifting the earth the mathematical quest to understand the motion of the universe takes readers on a journey
motivated by the desire to understand the universe and the motion of the heavens the author presents a thought provoking
depiction of the sociopolitical environment in which some of the most prominent scientists in history lived and then provides
a mathematical account of their contributions from eudoxus to einstein this fascinating book describes how beginning in
ancient times pioneers in the sciences and mathematics have dramatically changed our vision of who we are as well as our
place in the universe readers will discover how ptolemy s geocentric model evolved into kepler s heliocentric model with
copernicus as the critical intermediary the author explains how one scientific breakthrough set the stage for the next one
and he also places the scientists and their discoveries within the context of history including archimedes apollonius and the
punic wars ptolemy and the rise of christianity copernicus and the renaissance kepler and the counter reformation newton
and the enlightenment einstein and the detonation of the atom bomb each chapter presents the work of a single scientist or
mathematician building on the previous chapters to demonstrate the evolutionary process of discovery chapters begin with
a narrative section and conclude with a mathematical presentation of one of the scientist s original works most of these
mathematical presentations including the section on einstein s special relativity are accessible using only basic mathematics
however readers can skip the mathematical sections and still follow the evolution of science and mathematics shifting the
earth is an excellent book for anyone interested in the history of mathematics and how the quest to understand the motion
of the heavens has influenced the broader history of humankind



Shifting the Earth 2011-09-09
a riveting character study and a haunting vision of an enlightened society on the brink of the dark ages yale bookstore
author series on a november night in egypt 414 a d one of history s most brilliant individuals was assassinated her name was
hypatia teacher and scientist of the fabled great library of alexandria and the last glimmer of hope before the dark ages the
roman empire is crumbling the fragments of the classical world regrouping in egypt when thasos son of an ill fated scholar
meets hypatia of alexandria astronomer mathematician and philosopher at a time when women were shunned from learning
hypatia is a daring visionary in a world about to change forever as an insidious power struggle erupts between church and
state hypatia finds herself at the forefront of battle but she is not alone those who cherish her who will remember her
become her allies including the powerful governor orestes who keeps his consuming love for her as secret as she keeps her
feelings from him remembering hypatia is a vivid retelling of a now forgotten historical tragedy when courage stood against
fear when the legacy of the wise vanished in the dark author brian trent resurrects the ancient world s most famous
metropolis and explores the final days not just of a brilliant mind but of a lost era based on the true story

Lady Philosopher 2009-10-16
on a november night in egypt 414 a d one of history s most brilliant individuals was assassinated her name was hypatia
teacher and scientist at the fabled great library of alexandria and the last glimmer of hope before the dark ages the roman
empire is crumbling the fragments of the classical world regrouping in egypt when thasos son of an ill fated scholar meets
hypatia of alexandria astronomer mathematician and philosopher at a time when women were shunned from learning
hypatia is a daring visionary in a world about to change forever as an insidious power struggle erupts between church and
state hypatia finds herself at the forefront of battle but she is not alone those who cherish her who will remember her
become her allies including the powerful governor orestes who keeps his consuming love for her as secret as she keeps her
feelings for him lady philosopher the story of hypatia is a vivid retelling of a now forgotten historical tragedy when courage
stood against fear when the legacy of the wise vanished in the dark author brian trent resurrects the ancient world s most
famous metropolis and explores the final days not just of a brilliant mind but of a lost era based on the true story

Ipazia 2010-05-10
fu matematica e astronoma sapiente fi losofa infl uente politica sfrontata e carismatica maestra di pensiero e di



comportamento fu bellissima e amata dai suoi discepoli pur respingendoli sempre fu fonte di scandalo e oracolo di
moderazione la sua femminile eminenza accese l invidia del vescovo cirillo che ne provocò la morte e la fantasia di poeti e
scrittori di tutti i tempi che la fecero rivivere fu celebrata e idealizzata ma anche mistifi cata e fraintesa della sua vita si è
detto di tutto ma ancora di più della sua morte fu aggredita denudata dilaniata il suo corpo fu smembrato e bruciato sul rogo
a farlo furono fanatici esponenti di quella che da poco era diventata la religione di stato nell impero romano bizantino il
cristianesimo perché per la prima volta con rigore filologico e storiografi co e grande abilità narrativa silvia ronchey
ricostruisce in tutti i suoi aspetti l avventura esistenziale e intellettuale di ipazia inserendola nella realtà culturale e sociale
del mondo tardoantico sullo sfondo del tumultuoso passaggio di consegne tra il paganesimo e il cristianesimo partendo dalle
testimonianze antiche l autrice ci restituisce la vera e sfolgorante immagine di questa donna che mai dall antichità ha
smesso di far parlare di sé e di proiettare la luce del suo martirio sulle battaglie ideologiche religiose e letterarie di ogni
tempo e orientamento perché da sempre e ancora oggi ipazia affascina chi come lei è alla ricerca della verità e vive nella
libertà

Warrior, Queen, Scientist, Activist 2011-05-10
this book tells the stories of twenty five women from the dawn of civilization to the present day who bent the arc of history
by what they did at the defining moment in their lives at this critical juncture they had a choice taking the safe or least risky
option or challenging the status quo they wielded the sword seized political power or challenged societal norms and laws and
transformed society contrary to all cultural dictates some women were virtual saints others were more ruthless than any
man of their age one even instituted the first police state in history these women all faced enormous odds the social norms
of their time were so pervasive and insular that every touchpoint in society bullied them as social media bullies women
today especially those who dare to be different not for difference s sake but to make a difference in their brief time on this
planet to the woman they responded to challenges setbacks and disappointments by redoubling their efforts we can learn
from and be inspired by their lives and their grit and their mistakes to read their stories is to see ourselves anew

Hypatia 2024-03-12
reproduction of the original



Hypatia, Or, New Foes with an Old Face 1880
depicts the decadent era of the fifth century in alexandria and the conflicts of early christian civilization with the paganism of
the dying greek world

Hypatia ... The second edition 1854
what if you knew there was life after death eli is back from the dead and determined to stop the powerful ascenders who
blasted him out to the void but in the three days he was gone the world moved on the girl he loves is determined to build an
army of augmented humans to fight the ascenders with herself as the next offering the ascenders are lining up in a death
cult based on the charismatic ascender eli accidentally released from storage and all the restraints that have kept the
ascender world in balance are now off everyone is rushing to be the first to bring a second singularity to reach the numinous
world from which eli just returned regardless of the cost and the chaos and bloodshed of the first singularity show just how
high that cost can be how can he stop the world from hurtling off the cliff when he s the one who proved there s something
to reach if only you could learn how to fly the last mystic is the thrilling conclusion to the singularity series this philosophical
hopepunk sci fi series explores the intersection of mind body and soul in a post singularity world keywords robots androids
artificial intelligence singularity cyborg spiritual religion ai cyberpunk dystopian

Hypatia 1856
a philosopher mathematician and martyr hypatia is one of antiquity s best known female intellectuals during the sixteen
centuries following her murder by a mob of christians hypatia has been remembered in books poems plays paintings and
films as a victim of religious intolerance whose death symbolized the end of the classical world but hypatia was a person
before she was a symbol her great skill in mathematics and philosophy redefined the intellectual life of her home city of
alexandria her talent as a teacher enabled her to assemble a circle of dedicated male students her devotion to public service
made her a force for peace and good government in a city that struggled to maintain trust and cooperation between pagans
and christians despite these successes hypatia fought countless small battles to live the public and intellectual life that she
wanted this book rediscovers the life hypatia led the unique challenges she faced as a woman who succeeded spectacularly
in a man s world and the tragic story of the events that led to her tragic murder



The Californian 1857
a biographical play about hypatia tommaso urselli s eponymous work charts the life and work of a woman who was a brilliant
independent scholar and original thinker at a time when such a phenomenon was virtually unthinkable hypatia lived in the
city of alessandria of egypt which as early as the 5th century a d was a multiethnic city where greeks egyptians jews co
habited the city landscape was littered by synagogues temples to egyptian and greek gods and christian churches reflecting
the diverse religions of its citizens the predominant group was made up of hellenic people many of whom were converting to
christianity hypatia was one of this social group but chose not to become a christian even if her own paganism did not stop
her having christian disciples such as synesius of cyrene who later became a bishop needless to say her tolerance and
openness in the face of ethnic diversity and religious plurality and sadly her persecution make the play deeply relevant for
today s world while the text has already been published and successfully staged in italy this english translation is an
important contribution to teatro interculturale intercultural theatre dall introduzione di maggie rose

Hypatia (Great Neck Publishing) 1880
a reader that seeks to explore the relationship between the structure and culture of religion and various elements of social
life in the u s sociology of religion a reader 2e is ideal as either a standalone reader or supplement to the text written by the
same author team why religion matters based on both classic and contemporary research in the sociology of religion this
reader highlights a variety of research methods and theoretical approaches it explores the ways in which religious values
beliefs and practices shape the world outside of church synagogue or mosque walls while simultaneously being shaped by
the non religious forces operating in that world

Hypatia 2017
apex magazine is a digital dark science fiction and fantasy genre zine that features award winning short fiction essays and
interviews established in 2009 our fiction has won several hugo and nebula awards issue 132 contains the following short
stories essays reviews and interviews table of contents editorial what say you by jason sizemore original short fiction have
mercy my love while we wait for the thaw by iori kusano creatures of the dark oasis by bonnie jo stufflebeam a country of
eternal light by jennifer r donohue schlafstunde by lavie tidhar your space between by marie croke notes to a version of
myself hidden in symphonie fantastique scores throughout the multiverse by aimee picchi classic fiction sky boys by



kameron hurley chorus of whispers by sarah hans nonfiction optics by kwame mbalia stabilized love triangles tips on writing
ot3s from a real polyamorist by michelle p browne book review and what we can offer you tonight by premee mohamed
marissa van uden words for thought short fiction review by ac wise interviews interview with author bonnie jo stufflebeam by
andrea johnson interview with author aimee picchi by marissa van uden interview with cover artist galactic nikita by bradley
powers

Hypatia; Or New Foes with an Old Face 1975
william dean howells 1837 1920 autodidact from the farmlands of ohio was a realist novelist literary critic and playwright
nicknamed the dean of american letters in his editor s study column at the atlantic monthly and later at harper s he
formulated and disseminated his theories of realism in literature heroines of fiction is a study of the characters of the female
protagonists in the anglo american novel from defoe to james it is something of an anomaly in howells s canon of literary
texts for reasons of style rhetorical stance and purpose as a critic howells was less concerned with psychological or social
realism than with an ideal of human character and in this collection expands that concern with character within a thesis
asserting that a novel is great or not as its women are important or unimportant these character portraits illustrate howells
impressions of which of these female characters are important and how this status is achieved

Hypatia (Volume 1 of 3) (EasyRead Super Large 24pt Edition) 2023-04-27
once she d been a pampered child with high expectations for her future blessed with love then she became an innocent
pawn in a terrible game of greed and power now with a noose around her neck pippa was to hang before she had the chance
to unveil the men who drove her from her home before she had the chance to live roby mckenna was a man blessed with
endless charm and wit while he searched for his eternal love across the atlantic in a new land he would have to come home
to find her his silver blue eyes could sparkle with amusement or harden to steel gray with displeasure he had all the women
a man could want or need as he grew older mistresses were not enough a quirk of fate brought him to the gallows a spark of
destiny made him claim the condemned pippa as his bride

The Last Mystic (Singularity Series Book 4) 197?
with a magical gift for bringing sorcery to vivid life acclaimed author naomi kritzer continues the suspenseful tale of lauria
and tamar sisters in arms bonded by blood and torn apart by their enemies as a freeborn servant of the greeks lauria once



hunted escaped slaves but as her loyalties shifted she found herself freeing those she once captured and loving those she
once mistrusted like tamar of the bandit alashi tribe tamar is now lauria s blood sister but the powerful greek sorceresses the
sisterhood of weavers do not take treason lightly especially when the traitor has liberated the djinni who serve them soon
lauria is imprisoned desperate tamar pleads her case to the alashi who send her to sow discord among the sisterhood as
tamar searches for lauria both in reality and in the dreamlike realm known as the borderland lauria must trust the magic
within to fulfill a wish both desired and feared freedom for all

Hypatia 2020-01-07
a female james bond with a matrix twist join thousands who have devoured the dramatic action adventure thrillers
knowledge is everything until everything is the last thing you need to know british museum curator turned secret agent calla
cress didn t want to know the future heck the future can wait but not when it s wiped clean her present horoscope
predictions run by a dangerous app start to come true more people download the app only to fall into a mysterious coma
when the app makes an alarming prediction about calla s future and a malicious old enemy uses her past to control the most
unimaginable powerful technology in the world calla is at a standstill forced to confront a dark part of herself she thought
she d dealt with calla must disarm the app before it makes an alarming global prediction but what if the app s technology
was created centuries ago by a student of pythagoras and only they can deactivate the app in this fast paced techno thriller
packed with hairbreadth escapes and international espionage from turkey s shores to the allure of havana comes a danger
with an alarming global government coverup the decrypter the pythagoras clause is book 5 in the calla cress technothriller
series but can be read as a stand alone story what readers are saying about the decrypter series and calla cress takes you
on a ride and refuses to let you off until you reach the very end a brilliant read i recommend this to anyone who enjoys
mystery suspense thrillers or action novels the detail is astounding the historic references location descriptions references to
technology cryptography this author really knows her stuff an action packed adventure technothriller across several
continents like a jason bourne or james bond movie but with an actual storyline brilliantly written i loved the very descriptive
side which was a good way of visualizing and getting to terms with each new place as the action takes place in several
different countries

Hypatia 2017-02-01
witchcraft and magical beliefs have captivated historians and artists for millennia and stimulated an extraordinary amount of
research among scholars in a wide range of disciplines this new collection from the editor of the highly acclaimed 1992 set



articles on witchcraft magic and demonology extends the earlier volumes by bringing together the most important articles of
the past twenty years and covering the profound changes in scholarly perspective over the past two decades featuring
thematically organized papers from a broad spectrum of publications the volumes in this set encompass the key issues and
approaches to witchcraft research in fields such as gender studies anthropology sociology literature history psychology and
law this new collection provides students and researchers with an invaluable resource comprising the most important and
influential discussions on this topic a useful introductory essay written by the editor precedes each volume

HYPATIA 1753

Hypatia: or, the History of a Lady, who was torn to pieces by the Clergy of
Alexandria, to gratify the pride, emulation and cruelty of ... St. Cyril. [By
John Toland.] 2016-12-21

Hypatia: Or, the History of a Most Beautiful, Most Vertuous, Most
Learned, and Every Way Accomplish'd Lady; who was Torn to Pieces by
the Clergy of Alexandria, ... 1753

Sociology of Religion 1753

Hypatia (Volume 2 of 2) (EasyRead Super Large 18pt Edition) 2015-09-16



Apex Magazine Issue 132 1984

Charles Kingsley's Hypatia 1903

Roby's Moonlit Night 2021-10-23

Freedom's Sisters 2006-07-25

The Decrypter and The Pythagoras Clause 2022-06-21

Belgravia 1876

Belgravia, a London magazine, conducted by M.E. Braddon 1876

The Literary Garland 1849

The Literary Garland, and British North American Magazine 1849



Gender and Witchcraft 2013-08-06

Novels, Poems and Letters of Charles Kingsley: Hypatia 1899

The Novels, Poems, and Memories of Charles Kingsley: Hypatia 1903
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